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pleased to tell you that the North Carolina Woodturners chapter
has been awarded second place in the contest for Best Chapter
Newsletter. The judges said your newsletter “is well-organized and
packed with photos, news, and meaningful woodturning
material." All the winners will be listed in the June issue of
American Woodturner, and the winners will be announced during
the banquet at the Kansas City Symposium.
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The topic I want to remind everyone about is
SAFETY. All accidents are preventable. Take the extra
time to research, or step through the process before you
attempt a new technique. If you don't have time to do it right
the first time, you sure don't have time to complete the
process a second time. Measure twice cut one........... all
the catch phrases. I use a process of taking notes, pictures,
and documentation, so I have something to look back at and
refresh my memory of what went right or what went
wrong. I have these in my lessons learn notebook.

Challenge Project – square edged bowl/platter

8

Gallery

8

A quarter of the term in the books. First of all, I want to
say congratulations to Beth and all contributing people for
our monthly club work of art that we call our monthly
newsletter. This is an excerpt of the email I received last
week.
"On behalf of the American Association of Woodturners, I am very

Safety Lessons– How to Avoid a Catch

10

Stay safe and turn something useful, see you the second
Saturday in June.

Happy Father’s Day
June 18, 2017

The AAW is dedicated to the advancement of woodturning by providing education,
information, organization, technical assistance, and publications relating to
woodturning. The North Carolina Woodturners Association purpose is to promote
an interest in woodturning for persons of all levels, and to encourage membership
in, and give support to, the American Association of Woodturners.
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2017 PRESENTERS/TOPICS
Presenter

Topic / Demonstration

January

Sam McDowell

Design and Structural Problems

February

Scarlette Rouse

Three-winged box

March

Tom Denne

Segmenting – the ‘mystery’ revealed (Tom’s method)

April

Ric Erkes

Tips and Tricks (should be very enlightening).

May

Bob Moffett

Turning a wide rim bowl and using Lichtenberg Fractal woodburner on the
rim. Will also show how to make the woodburner

June

Jerry Measimer

Finishing and texturing

July

Learn ‘N Turn and “sell”
of tools, etc.

Chance to help others improve their skills; everyone wanting to sell will
pay $10/table

August

Michael McNeilly

Finials (and spirals), segmented Christmas ornaments; bird house
ornaments
AM – Turning/Sharpening – various methods

September Scott Caskey
October

Beth Parham

PM – Pyrography – beginning information and more

Bob Baucom

AM-Lantern ornament turning
PM-turning small bowl with “Ride the Rainbow” cut and texturing in
afternoon

November
December

CHRISTMAS PARTY @ Market on Main, Hickory, NC

2017 CHALLENGE PROJECTS

Project

Description & references

Jan

Trembleur

http://www.woodturningonline.com/Turning/Turning_projects.php?catid=63

Feb

Spheres

http://www.woodturningonline.com/Turning/Turning_projects.php?catid=71

Mar

Eggs

http://www.woodturningonline.com/Turning/Turning_projects.php?catid=35

April
May

Natural edge Mushrooms
Square edged bowls/platters

http://www.woodturningonline.com/Turning/Turning_projects.php?catid=54
http://www.instructables.com/id/A-Square-Bowl/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eXBTzDr3ylU

June

Non-kit Letter openers

http://www.woodturningonline.com/Turning/Turning_projects.php?catid=92

July

Acrylics

Turn something out of acrylic/or use Acrylics with your turning http://www.alumilite.com/

Aug

Copy it. (no bowls)

Copy an object you have around the house or shop; bring both objects

Sept

Miniatures

http://www.woodturningonline.com/Turning/Turning_projects.php?catid=52

Oct

Boxes

http://www.woodturningonline.com/Turning/Turning_projects.php?catid=13

Nov

Fruit

http://www.woodturningonline.com/Turning/Turning_projects.php?catid=39

Dec

Ornament Sway

Bring one to party if your spouse wants to participate in the annual swap.
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MAY PRESENTATION – BOB MOFFETT
NOTE: Got this presentation in just in time. See below the AAW’s new policy regarding Lichtenberg (fractal) burning.
Bob Moffett was our demonstrated for our May meeting. Bob is from Burlington and is a member of the Greensboro, Chapel
Hill and Asheville clubs. His demonstration focused on multi-axis platter, coloring and Lichtenberg burning or fractal
burning. He served as the host for Doug Fisher during one of the N. C. Symposiums and got excellent instruction on Doug's
multi-axis platters.
He had a 9-10” x 2” platter blank that he drilled 2-3/8” recess 3/8” deep in the back, which is actually the front, and mounted in
his chuck with the jaws in expansion mode. He used a ½” Thompson bowl gouge to round the back. He turned a recess in the
back. After rounding the back leaving a ½” rim he then rounded the rim. He cut some beads in the back with a beading tool
that he had made from a spindle gouge.
He then turned the blank around and mounted it with the jaws in the recess he had turned. He turned a flat
rim on the front of the platter with a couple of beads. He then removed the platter from the Nova chuck and
mounted his homemade chuck which is made from PVC pipe and plywood. After mounting the blank, he
pulled the tailstock up and set it ¾” off center. He drew two perpendicular line from the center with a ¾”
radius to mark where to place the tailstock. He usually only makes a couple of off-center cuts. He ran the
lathe at about 450 rpms in turning off center. One can use a vacuum chuck but he prefers his homemade chuck with the
tailstock holding the blank securely. He used both a pull and a push cut on both the front and the back of the platter.
In the afternoon, he described building a Lichtenberg burner and then demonstrated it on the platter that he turned in the
morning. He uses baking soda and water as his electrolyte conductor. He stands on a rubber mat, wears rubber soled shoes and
rubber gloves when burning. He is very careful and practices as much safety as possible because the practice is so
dangerous. He gave the participants an opportunity to try using the burner. Only the two women in the crowd were brave or
foolish enough to try it. Thanks Bob for an excellent demonstration.

JUNE PRESENTER – JERRY MEASIMER
Jerry Measimer is back again and doing his presentation on finishing and texturing. Jerry always gives a great demonstration and
gives us many great tips and instruction.

MENTORSHIP INFORMATION
If you are interested in learning new skills, or improving the skills you have, contact one of these NCW members:
Scott Caskey

(Iron Station, NC)
Don Olsen
(Morganton, NC)

704-735-2382

704-530-6055

Edgar Ingram

(Statesville, NC)
John Melius
(Mooresville, NC)

704-876-4576

704-995-7257

Additionally, if you are wanting to mentor and help new turners learn this art form we all love and are addicted to, please let me
know if you want to be added to this Mentorship Information.

BURL AVAILABLE
I was contacted by Zane Auton in Lenoir, NC about a burl. This picture at the left is this piece. It is off a
holly tree that grew directly in the middle of the tree, not the side. It’s about 21 inches in diameter and
weighs close to 200 pounds.
If interested contact Zane directly. The above is all the information I have concerning this opportunity. You
can reach him at (828) 962-4122 or via email at zanethepane@gmail.com. I told him I’d place this in our
newsletter.
June 2017 Issue
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MEMBERSHIP/NEWSLETTER/LIBRARY NEWS
By Beth Parham
LIBRARY
HUGE “Thanks” to Guy Scronce who helped me get the library moving toward being back open.
Hopefully I will have that ready by May meeting – but no promises. Will still be doing the regular
library checkout. Hoping to have new library list as I organized things by sizes (books) thanks to the
cabinets being reworked for me by Jerry Long. Still work to do but should be able to check out
items for your use.
MEMBERSHIP MATTERS
Types of Membership and annual pricing. See me at meetings if you want to join or have
questions regarding membership. Also, remember that membership entitles you to a 10%
discount from Klingspor on all purchases (except wood and things with a plug).
❖ Regular
▪ $50/year –
The following prorated price for yearly membership applies to new members.
▪ After April 1st - $45.00;
▪ After July 1st - $40.00;
▪ After October 1st - $55.00, which includes the following year.
o If you do not renew by March 1st of any year, you must pay the full $50 membership to ‘rejoin” in the
calendar year per the by-laws).
❖ Centurion
$100/year (paid to NCW Education Fund. Includes special nametag.)
❖ Lifetime
$600 one time paid to NCW Education Fund. Includes membership for life and special name tag
❖ Benefactor
$1,000 one-time paid to NCW Education Fund. Includes honorary
membership in NCW (designed for businesses)
o

WEBSITE/ON-LINE
Will be updating Facebook page with picture albums for Challenge and Gallery for all 2017 meetings.
Website is still “a work in progress. Over the next few months, I will be updating and adding to our
website – http://www.ncwoodturners.com/. Any suggestions of things you’d like included in our
website would be welcomed.
NEWSLETTER
If you are currently getting the newsletter via mail and have an email, be sure to let me know of the
email address. You will get the newsletter sooner and in full color; the mailed issues are in black and
white and are always several days later getting to you than the online version.
MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY
I will start working on an updated directory April 30 (since I originally gave that date as a “deadline” to provide me with
updated information). Klingspor has the updated membership list for store discount purposes. I am also working on getting
“membership cards” that can be shown in the event new or renewed memberships don’t get “officially” sent to KWS before
you are ready to purchase.

AAW POLICY ON FRACTAL BURNING
The AAW has always been a faithful advocate for woodturning safety. Recently, the subject of fractal burning has been in the
news because of another tragic death. The AAW Safety Committee has studied the issue and concluded there may be a distinct
influencing benefit in adopting a policy against the use of Fractal Burning and publicizing it immediately to chapters and
members. As a result, it was recommended that the AAW Board adopt a new policy against the practice, which was
unanimously approved on May 17, 2017. The new policy is as follows:
June 2017 Issue
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It is the policy of the American Association of Woodturners (AAW) that the process known as Fractal Burning is prohibited
from being used in any AAW-sponsored events, including regional and national symposia, and that AAW-chartered chapters
are strongly urged to refrain from demonstrating or featuring the process in chapter events. Further, the process of Fractal
Burning shall not be featured in any written or online AAW publication, except for within articles that warn against its use.
AAW publications will not accept advertisements for any products or supplies directly related to the process.
Additionally, the Safety Committee recommended that an article be published in the August 2017 issue of American
Woodturner to highlight the dangers of the practice and publicize the new AAW policy.

SOFT DISCS FOR POWER-SANDING
A Shop-made system works better and reduces costs
By Larry Genender AAW website “Resources”
Sanding disc systems are stiff and do not
easily conform to the curved surfaces I
turn. Because of the inflexibility of the
discs and backing foam pads, I
sometimes cut a groove in my piece
when I tilt the disc on edge to get into a
tight spot. In addition, the adhesive
holding the sandpaper to the hook and
loop tape deteriorates with both age and
heat. If that’s not enough, the discs are
expensive if you use as many as I do—
and that tends to make you sand with
worn paper. Life’s too short for that!

contact cement adheres best to the
320- grit discs. The 1" disc is used
to make 2" pads, the 2" disc to make
3" pads, and the 3" disc to make 5"
pads. I recently found some 4" discs,
and I’m using them for some of the
5" pads that I use to sand broad
surfaces, like platters. In my shop,
the 3" pads work best for about 75
percent of my sanding. I suggest that
you make and use these first.
3.

About five years ago, James Johnson of
Kerrville, Texas, showed me his shopmade system using soft foam, leather,
and lightweight paper to make a disc that
eliminates these problems. Since
adopting James’ system, I’ve obtained
far better results at a fraction of my
previous costs.
Don’t be deterred by the effort it may
take to shop for materials— the results
will be well worth it.
MATERIALS NEEDED
1.

Power Lock Disc Holders. Sizes
1", 2", and 3". Available from
machine shop suppliers and some
woodturning suppliers.

2.

Power Lock Sanding Discs. Order
sizes corresponding to the disc
holders. Note that the sanding discs
are NOT used to sand anything, they
simply act as the means to connect
the foam to the drill. I’ve found that

Foam. Request 4-pound ester
foam—accept no substitutes. James
researched many kinds of foam and
found only one that is soft enough to
conform to shapes yet strong
enough to withstand the torque
forces of the power drill. I ordered a
60×54" sheet of 3/4" thick foam
from Kirkland Sales in Garland,
Texas (phone 972-864-1424). A
sheet costs about $75 but will give
you a lifetime supply (or you can
share an order with members of your
chapter).

4.

Leather. Use 2- to 3-ounce leather,
available from Tandy Leather stores
and other sources. Make sure the
leather is supple, not stiff. I’ve
found that a pigskin finished leather,
which has a slightly bumpy surface,
holds the adhesive longer than
smooth leather.

5.

Contact Cement. Buy the 3M spray
contact adhesive no. 77, which is
widely available. This is a solventJune 2017 Issue

based
adhesive

recommended by the foam supplier
6.

3M Spray Disc Adhesive. 3M
product no. 051135-08054, about $8
per can. The adhesive only needs to
be applied after four or five changes
of sandpaper. You must order this
product
(developed
for
the
automotive finishing trade) from a
3M distributor. The adhesive you
get from home centers is not
suitable.

7.

Sandpaper. Use the lightest,
cheapest paper you can find. I use A
weight for all the grits except 80
grit, where D weight works better.
The paper costs only about 20 cents
per 9×11" sheet, which encourages
frequent paper changes and working
with sharp abrasive. Make the pads
Once you’ve gathered the materials,
the rest is easy. See the illustrations
at right for details. Apply the contact
cement to both the Power Lock
Sanding Disc and one side of the
foam (you only have to cover the
foam in the center where the disc
will adhere). The solvent in the
cement will degrade the foam if it is
in excess, so spray a light coat on the
foam side. Let dry as directed on the
can; it should be tacky, not moist to
the touch. Then press the disc and
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the foam together. Allow the cement
to harden—overnight is best.
Now tack a piece of 80grit sandpaper to the
workbench. Attach the
foam/power disc piece
to the disc holder and
mount in the drill. Hold
the drill at a 45-degree
angle, start the drill and
bevel the foam to that 45-degree angle.
Be gentle and run the drill slowly to
prevent the foam from grabbing onto the
sandpaper. You want the foam to be
thinner at the edges so it will conform
easily to your turning surface.
Finally, apply contact cement to the
other side of the foam and to the

North Carolina WOODTURNERS
pad to the back of the sandpaper and trim
the excess sandpaper with a utility knife
or scissors. To change paper, simply peel
off the old paper and apply the disc to the
new paper and trim. You generally can
make four or five changes before you
need to add spray disc adhesive. Some
smooth-finished leathers leave most of
the adhesive on the paper, so you have to
spray more frequently. I have a mask of
plywood with the appropriate holes cut
in so that I can spray this very sticky
adhesive without making a mess.

ATTACH THE SANDPAPER
On a new pad, clean the surface of the
leather with naphtha and then spray on a
coat of the spray disc adhesive. After the
adhesive dries for 30 seconds, stick the

FINAL NOTES
My first set of pads lasted a couple of
years. After a while you will see some
shear tearing of the foam, depending on

TIME TO SAND
I find it easiest to use a right-angle drill
(Milwaukee, Sioux, or an inexpensive
import), but you can use a regular shop
drill. Although it’s okay to sand with the
lathe running, you do a lot of
unnecessary sanding that way. I turn off
the lathe and keep the drill moving to
avoid swirl marks. You can tilt the drill
up to 90 degrees to get into close quarters
(up to the edges of a bead, for example).
Also, don’t run the drill continuously at
high speed—the heat melts the adhesive
and makes heat cracks across the piece.
Once you’ve smoothed out the surface,
and are rid of tool marks and tear-out,
then you can run the lathe slowly as you
progress through successively finer grits.

leather—light application on the foam
side, heavier on the leather. When dry,
carefully center the pad on the leather
and press together. Note that the
diameter of the leather is cut about 1 ⁄4"
larger than the foam diameter.

What you have to avoid is tearout. It
requires a lot of sanding to remove the
entire surface down to the deepest tornout level.

Make sure you blow or wash away the
sanding dust before moving to the next
higher grit. I use denatured alcohol to
wet the wood between grits—it raises
the grain, wipes away sanding dust, and
evaporates quickly.
Turn with an attitude that sanding is part
of the turning process. And with this soft
pad, tool marks sand out easily. Just
don’t fall into the trap of starting to sand
with too fine of a grit.
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how vigorously you twist when you
sand. Note that after time and heavy use,
the foam will start to separate. I used to
glue the pieces back together, but I’ve
learned that it’s more trouble than it’s
worth. When a pad falls apart, I now
replace it—you can reuse the leather (I
don’t) and the Power Lock Discs (I do),
simply remove the adhesive with a little
naphtha or other solvent. I make the pads
in batches of 10 or so and always have
spares.
Larry Genender (Lgenender@aol.com) is a
retired general surgeon who now spends
most of his time turning wood in Dallas,
Texas. He is a member of three AAW chapters
in Texas.
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QUESTION AND ANSWER: GRAIN ISSUES
By Lyle Jamieson courtesy of MoreWoodturning Q&A
How can I be sure that I am turning with the grain of the wood?
Lyle: Grain is at the top of all my turning priorities. It is easier to make a cut into the side of the tree than into the end of the
tree. This seems to be a basic principle, but many turners continue to turn using the tools going the wrong way to the grain.
The first place we need this concept to work for us is in the roughing out or truing up process. The first question I ask myself
when I pick up my gouge is, “Which way was the tree growing?” There are two basic ways to put a tree on the lathe: 1) with
the tree grain running parallel to the bed, as we usually do when turning spindles or hollow forms; and 2) with the grain running
perpendicular to the bed, as we usually do when turning bowls.
Cutting a roughing out cut when grain is parallel to the bed
The direction of the cut when the grain is parallel to the bed should be pushing the tool from the large diameter to the small.
Another way to think about this is to cut in a direction toward the centerline. With the tool rest parallel to the bed, I push the
tool forward into the wood. The bevel will follow behind the push cut on a line directly into the wood. The trick here is to know
when to stop! Don’t let the wing hit the waste wood from the last cut and stop before you get too far out (dangling over the tool
rest.) I usually use an underhand grip on the gouge and push into the wood by moving my thumb away from me toward the
wood. There is no need for a firm grip. If a push cut is done correctly, it is a finesse thing not a strength thing. Let the tools do
all the work and just guide it gently. Each new cut has a new bevel support and will result in a notch or tool mark at the bottom
of each cut. We work our way down the tool rest and across the tree, notch after notch. This makes the sharp edge go into the
side grain fibers of the tree.
Cutting a roughing out cut when the grain is perpendicular to the bed
The direction of the cut when the tree grain is perpendicular to the bed is from right to left or left to right. With the tool rest
parallel to the bed, and the bevel lined up parallel to the tool rest, we simply move along the tool rest left or right. This makes
the sharp edge cut into the side grain fibers. The pass starts on one side of the tree and continues all the way to the other side of
the tree all in one pass. Left-to-right or right-to-left, both will be the same. This cut direction must be used while roughing out-but also any other time where you want to get a lot of wood away in a hurry and very effortlessly.
What if we go the wrong way? We will make sawdust not shavings. The wrong direction produces torn out fibers and a surface
that has torn out grain that’s not fun to sand away. The correct way is easier on the wood, it is easier on the tool edge, it is easier
on the lathe, and it is easier on the body.
When making shapes or cutting on a bias
The next place the grain direction is critical is when we start making shapes or cutting on a bias to the tree. We must separate
the rules depending on whether the tree is positioned side grain or end grain. With a side grain orientation, to do a bowl we
must cut from the bottom of the bowl to the rim on the outside, and the cut will have supported fibers and go downhill. The
opposite direction is needed on the inside of a bowl, where we need to make the cut from the rim to the bottom--again,
supported fibers and downhill. When we are in an end grain orientation, we must cut from the largest diameter to the smaller
diameter (as we do with spindles or most hollow forms.)
Grain orientation is critical. The right way makes everything easy. The wrong way makes everything hard and has unpleasant,
if not dangerous, consequences. It sometimes takes new thinking and new methods to stay in grain integrity—but it is worth the
effort.

June 2017 Issue
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CHALLENGE PROJECT – SQUARE EDGED BOWL/PLATTER
The purpose of the Challenge Project is to help us all try something new, possibly, and step out of our comfort zones.

Ralph Green - Walnut

Ralph Green - Maple

Ron Davis – Cherry
With carving and milk paint

Jerry Ostrander

Dorothy Green – Curly Maple

GALLERY

Pam Dergins
Maple-Walnut-Cherry
Pam Dergins
Maple-Purpleheart

Jerry Bartusch
Box Elder root ball

Ralph Green
Cherry burl – Vase
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Pam Dergins
Oak

Jerry Bartusch
Cherry Burl
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`Che

Brian Butler
Maple – Lamp shade

Tom Denne
Tom Denne
Mahogany & Maple

Ric Erkes
Pine Beam with Bolt

Don Olsen – Pine
“Incision”

Don Olsen Mahogany

Don Olsen - Maple
Glenn Weber
Poplar with fractal burning

William Collins
Scrap wood

William Collins
Scrap wood
June 2017 Issue

William Collins
Scrap wood
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SAFETY LESSONS– HOW TO AVOID A CATCH
I t seems simple, but there are complicated forces taking place while you shape a revolving piece of wood with your turning tools.
I want to simplify the process and put a language to catches. If you understand what causes a catch, you can eliminate the cause.
There are just four cuts in all of woodturning:
• push cut
• pull cut
Let’s further break down these cuts into two groups:
•
•

•
•

scrape, and
shear scrape.

The push and pull cuts require bevel support to prevent catches.
The scrape and shear scrape require that you don’t violate the 90-degree rule.

START WITH SHARP TOOLS
A primary way to prevent catches is to turn with sharp tools. A sharp tool can shear off those end-grain fibers cleanly and
smoothly. However, a dull tool will push, grab, and tear out end-grain fibers. You can have all the right techniques and still have
trouble with catches if your tools are not sharpened properly and often. Sharp tools mean less sanding, and I don’t like to sand.
Who does?
When using gouges and doing the push and pull cuts, most catches come from allowing the gouge to cut while not being supported
by the bevel. Without bevel support, the tool will dig in violently in a split second. Big chunks of wood are ripped away.
The bevel prevents the gouge from cutting too aggressively—it is a controlling factor.
INSIDE THE BOWL
Let’s first focus on the inside of a bowl. This is where catches are most apt to occur because the inside of a bowl is where we are
prone to lose bevel support.
The direction the gouge wants to cut is along a line from the heel of the bevel to
the sharp point of the edge, as shown in Drawing 1a. The first approach is to relax
and let the tool go where it wants. Relax the tool-rest hand and direct the cut by
moving the handle hand. You can get pretty good at white knuckling your way
through a cut, as shown in Drawing 1b, but the surface left behind will need a lot
of sanding.
It is not much fun when a catch ruins the shape you intended. Relax, take a deep
breath, and let your handle hand do the work.
FIND THE SWEET SPOT
You will hit the sweet spot for a clean cut with the flute pointing in the direction you want to travel with
your cut. A twist of the tool will have the flute pointing at a 45-degree angle. Whenever possible,
maintain this shearing cut to cleanly slice through each grain fiber as it spins past your tool. Your gouge
cuts the shaving at the tip of the cutting edge, as shown in Photo 2.
This may help: Think of the motion of an ice cream scoop scooping out the inside of the bowl. You have
one hand on the handle of the ice cream scoop and then follow the shape of the rounded scoop for your
ice cream.
With the bowl gouge, you follow the little tip of the tool, or the bevel. Swing the tool handle to follow the contour of the vessel
with the bevel. “Ride the bevel” is the usual term to describe this, but it is a terrible term. You don’t want to ride the bevel, you
need to follow it gently. Riding the bevel too hard will cause a number of problems: It will burnish the surface, create
vibrations, and bounce the bevel into any voids in the vessel. For me, a “bevel supported cut” is better.

June 2017 Issue
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BEVEL-SUPPORTED CUT
One of the hardest things to accomplish is to start a bevel supported cut. The tool
wants to skate in a spiraling manner across the face of the wood when you start at a
45-degree angle.
The bowl-gouge grind can make it easier to enter a cut. I reshape
the Ellsworth grind slightly to make the entry into a cut easier for
me, as shown in Drawing 3a. When I use a gouge with a slight
hump near the tip, the tool attempts to grab the wood first before
the bevel support has been established, as shown in Drawing 3b.
I prefer the sharpened edge that is almost straight from the top to the back corner of the wing—there is no
hump when viewed from the side, as shown at left.
HOLLOWING SYSTEMS
When setting up your supported hollowing system for boring out the interior of a hollow vessel, make sure the scraper cutting
tip is parallel to the floor and on the centerline of the vessel, and you will never get a catch. This setup will be cutting right at 90
degrees. (You can err slightly with the tool-rest position on the high side, but never have the cutter below center in a hollow
form.)
If you choose to twist the cutter for a shear cut, keep this in mind: When you angle one side of the cutter down to shear scrape,
the opposite side of the cutter is pointing up into the wood and will get grabby and produce a catch.
SCRAPER STRATEGY
A scraper requires an entirely different process from a gouge. Whenever a cutting edge touches the wood without the bevel
support, a catch can occur. (The exception is the edge touching the wood at less than a 90-degree angle, as shown in Drawing
4a and 4b.) With a scraper positioned flat on the tool rest and parallel to
the floor, the tool-rest height is critical. If the tool rest is high on the
outside shape (like a spindle), it gets risky. If the tool rest is too low on the
inside shape, like a hollow form, it gets risky, as shown in Drawing 4b.
This is why negative-rake scrapers came into vogue. The negative rake
gives you extra insurance to not violate the 90-degree rule. With handheld
scrapers, you can change the angle at which the tool touches the wood by
raising or lowering the handle.
MOVE BEYOND FEAR
The fear generated from catches is suffocating. If you walk up to the lathe with catch butterflies, you are missing out on the true
fun of woodturning. Do you worry about taking one more cut? Woodturning enjoyment starts by being in control at the lathe.
Taking “catch” out of your vocabulary will make turning a lot easier and more pleasurable.
You can watch others turn or read all the articles available and still have catch fear. I suggest getting some hands-on help. Take
your turning job to the next level. It is not necessary to pay loads of money to get some woodturning instruction. All AAW
chapters have good turners to mentor you—usually just for the asking. Michael Hosaluk, made a statement that summed up
woodturning experience. “What is the difference between a beginner and an advanced turner?” And then he answered his own
question with, “It is what you do with the basics.”
I truly believe in this approach. Get the foundations right, and it opens up possibilities of excellence rather than creating
obstacles and settling for mediocrity. Now, let’s get over your fear of catches. The fun and creativity locked up inside you will
take you places you never imagined.
(Article is an excerpt from Lyle Jamison from AAW Safety for Woodturners in “Getting Started in Woodturning” manual on the
AAW site in its entirety.)
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NEXT REGULAR MEETING:
June 10, 2017
WHEN: Second Saturday of each month
10:00 AM – 4:00 PM
LOCATION Klingspor’s Woodworking Shop
856 21st Street Drive SE
Hickory, NC 28602

North Carolina Woodturners
c/o Beth Parham
2154 Frye Avenue
Hickory, NC 28602
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